
BELL ROCK LLC.  
COMPANY INTRODUCTION 



COMPANY PROFILE
Company name 　   　　Bell Rock LLC.                    https://bellrock.jp  
Address   　　　             1-19-19 Nishiogiminami  Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167-0053 
CEO                                Masaaki Takahashi    高橋 成彰 

Store name　　              Greenbecks CANDLE 　     https://g-becks.com 
Phone　　　　               03-5941-7554 
Mail　　　　 　             info@bellrock.jp 

History 

-2010: Started producing and selling candles as Greenbecks CANDLE 
-2011: Started decoration using candles . Started a candle making workshop 
-2014: Opened an atelier shop in Nishiogikubo, Tokyo 
-2014: Started lighting business as Greenbecks LIGHTNING 
-2015: Founded BELL ROCK Limited Liability Company 
-2018: Started operation of the second factory 

https://bellrock.jp
http://g-becks.com/
mailto:info@bellrock.jp


OUR SPECIALTY

1. The warm atmosphere of candles 

2. Illuminations with a  
high degree of freedom 

3. Craft technology

There is originality by combining these  
it is possible to make space decorations

Candles

Illuminations Craft technology

Unique decoration



OUR STRENGTHS

In response to your request 

Carefully read the essence 

Think about the story 

With easy to understand document and quotations 

Create a design that many people will love 

Made with all my heart 

Safe, on-time construction and withdrawal work 

Our strength is that we can undertake these with 1 STOP



CANDLES

➤ Manufacture and sale of original candles 

➤ Space decoration using candles 
LED production is also possible 

➤ Candle making workshop management 

➤ Rental of decorative candles 

➤ Making LED candles



ILLUMINATIONS

➤ Production and decoration of original lights 

➤ Illuminations planning, production, construction 

➤ Space decoration with lighting for indoor and outdoor events 

➤ Owned by a nationally qualified electrician



CRAFT TECHNOLOGY
➤ Objet production 

➤ Design using 3D CAD software 

➤ Woodworking 

➤ Metal processing（Modeling, welding, etc.） 

➤ Production using natural materials  

➤ Painting 

➤ I have11 years of experience as an automobile mechanic (of which 6 years is 
custom car manufacturing) and has experience in a wide range of processing 
technologies and electricity. 
The 4th All Japan Mercedes-Benz Service Technology Contest National 
Tournament 3rd place.





DECORATIVE ITEMS
➤ CANDLE 

Various candles that can be used indoors and 
outdoors 

➤ Sphere light 
A natural spherical light with a texture that 
blends into nature, taking advantage of the 
softness of the wax used in candles 

➤ Geometric lights  
A light with a sharp impression that composes a 
solid with straight lines and planes 

➤Illumination  
Using LED illumination and string lights to 
create depth in the space by combining the 
magnitude of the light. 

➤Object  
An object that impresses the space, made by 
combining various materials



CANDLE  
Various original productions are possible. LED 
support is also available.





Mulberry tree



Karuizawa kogen charch



LAZONA KAWASAKI





A light with an original shape  
It is possible to produce lighting with an 
original shape according to the event or 
theme.

YONAYONA ALE



Karuizawa kogen charch



Karuizawa kogen charch



Karuizawa kogen charch



Lake Shirakaba



SUMMER SONIC　



Sphere light  
Acrylic spherical light that can be attached to the frame and used. I own both 
a hanging type and a stand type. A waterproof joint is used for the electrical 
connection, and various connections are possible, and the degree of freedom 
of installation is high, so it can be safely used for various productions.

Bella Vista Spa & Marina Onomichi  



Hankyu Nishinomiya GARDENS



Ikebukuro PARCO



MV   Takeyaki SHO



Hanging light 
Although it has a built-in LED bulb, it is 
designed to be soft and visible to the eyes.



Cafe



VOGUE fashions night out  



HOTEL Cypress KARUIZAWA



MARK IS Minatomirai



New Acoustic Camp



New Acoustic Camp



AXIS ROPPONGI



GO OUT CAMP 



HIKARINONIWA



Mirror ball  
A mirror ball, smoke machine, wash light, etc. are combined to create a 
different space.



Geodesic dome  
The dome is often used as the skeleton. It 
can be used for various purposes.



Photo spot 
We will design and produce various 
decorations according to the atmosphere and 
concept of the venue, as well as photo spots 
that will excite customers' moods and are 
expected to spread SNS.

FUJI ROCK FESTIVAL  新潟



Karuizawa kogen charch



Karuizawa kogen charch



Karuizawa kogen charch



YONFES　



Seasons, events, weddings, etc. 
Seasonal events such as Christmas and winter illuminations

Bella Vista Spa & Marina Onomichi   MARINE & WALK



Kitakaruizawa SWEET GRASS



RESONARE Nasu



Hotel Inter Continental TOKYO BAY



KIRABOSHI BANK



Peace On Earth 



About your proposal  
As much as possible, we will provide easy-to-understand image visuals, perspectives, and 
dimensional drawings for decoration proposals. Using 3D CAD, it is also possible to 
create animation perspectives that are easy to understand in three dimensions.

title size date

sub title/memo

図面 No. / Total

1
1

2019.5.16

立面図

JR恵比寿駅西口イルミネーション
合同会社 Bell Rock  髙橋 成彰      東京都杉並区西荻南 1-19-19 





3D CAD

image parse

Photo



3D CAD

image parse

Photo



3D CAD

Photo

3D CAD



Since it is a limited release of animation videos using Youtube, 
only the person who shared the link can view it.



DECORATION ACHIEVEMENTS　-CANDLE-
➤ Karuizawa Kogen Church  

"Summer Candle Night" 100th Anniversary Object Production 

➤ 3.11 earthquake  ”Peace On Earth”    
Making a memorial dome 

➤ CONRAD TOKYO  weddings decoration 

➤ INTER CONTINENTAL TOKYO BAY propose decoration 

➤ Tsurumaki Onsen JINYA weddings decoration 

➤ LAZONA Kawasaki　Christmas event decoration 

➤ LaLaport Toyosu　Event decoration with LED candles etc 

➤ Wedding, funeral, event decoration, stage decoration



➤ Bella Vista Spa & Marina Onomichi 
Winter Illuminations and more 

➤ Hoshino Resorts Karuizawa Kogen Church   
Xmas Illuminations and more 

➤ MARINE & WALK YOKOHAMA  Winter Illuminations 

➤ VOGUE FASHION’S NIGHT OUT   Lighting art decoration 　 

➤ Hoshino Resorts RISONARE Nasu   Xmas tree illuminations 

➤ AXIS Roppongi 　Winter Illuminations 

➤ Musashikosugi Station   Winter Illuminations  

➤ Hankyu Nishinomiya GARDENS  10th Anniversary Event 

➤ SUMMER SONIC　Objet production　

DECORATION ACHIEVEMENTS　-LIGHTING-



➤ HERMES   candle workshops at 22 stores nationwide 

➤ Hoshino Resorts Karuizawa Kogen Church   WEDDING photo booth 

➤ FUJI ROCK FESTIVAL  area decoration 

➤ Cyber Agent  Party decorateon 

➤ YSL   Make new product-friendly fixtures 

➤ 「Peugeot」「VOLVO」　candle workshop 

➤ Launched "Nishi Ogi Lovers Festival" as the executive committee 
chairman, planning and management, visit record 30,000 people per day 

➤ University lecturer Tokyo Women's Christian University Kyoto Seika 
University Takachiho University Shibuya University 

➤ Corporate party decoration and more

DECORATION ACHIEVEMENTS　



DECORATION ACHIEVEMENTS　-MEDIA-

➤ MV : EXILE ATSUSHI & Nobuyuki Tsujii 
https://youtu.be/DmnCwRAzFvg 

➤ TVCM :「Namie Amuro × SEVEN ELEVEN」 

https://youtu.be/D0BZ9y9hXGA 

➤ MOVIE「Kiki's Delivery Service」 

https://youtu.be/20rhuaIK7jQ 

➤ And more

https://youtu.be/DmnCwRAzFvg
https://youtu.be/D0BZ9y9hXGA
https://youtu.be/20rhuaIK7jQ




➤ We are doing production work at two locations, a candle atelier shop 
and office facing the shopping district in Nishi-Ogikubo, Tokyo, and a 
work factory in Nishi-Ogikubo.

OFFICE & FACTORY



Bell Rock LLC.  
Greenbecks -CANDLE & LIGHTNING-  
 

高橋 成彰  --  Masaaki Takahashi  --  

 
 
1-19-19 Nishiogiminami  Suginami-ku, 
Tokyo 167-0053  
 
web:  bellrock.jp  
web:  g-becks.com 

mail:  info@bellrock.jp  
tel:  03-5941-7554 

mobile: 080-3178-4845  

http://bellrock.jp
http://g-becks.com
mailto:info@bellrock.jp

